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Abstract

We present a coupled channel partial wave analysis of nondiffractive
5-wave ir+ir~ and K+K~ photoproduction focusing on the KK threshold.
Final state interactions are included. We calculate total cross sections,
angular and effective mass distributions in both TCK and KK channels. Our
results indicate that these processes are experimentally measurable and
valuable information on the /o(980) resonance structure can be obtained.

1 Introduction

Photoproduction of K+K~ pairs near threshold was previously measured at
Daresbury [1] and Hamburg [2]. An interesting result from these experiments
was an observation of an asymmetry in the K+K~ angular distribution in the
invariant mass region close to the threshold. This could be described as an in-
terference of the dominant P-wave from the decay of the ^(1020) meson and an
S-wave from the decay of the /O(980) resonance. Furthermore, the data [3, 4, 5]
agree with the diffractive <j> meson production mechanism. The /0 meson is most
likely produced nondiffractively since it has different quantum numbers from the
photon.

The scalar meson sector of the hadron spectroscopy is still very poorly known.
There exist a variety of theoretical models dealing with the structure of scalar
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mesons. Even in the ordinary quark model a unique qq assignment of the scalar
3P0 meson nonet seems to be impossible [6]. This is expected since glueballs can
mix with the scalars [7, 8] and naturally lead to a complicated internal structure.
Among the scalar mesons isoscalar /o(980) and its isovector partner ao(980) are
particularly interesting [9, 10]. The /o(980) branching ratio to KK amounts
to 22% which is astonishingly large considering that its mass is below the KK
threshold as most experimental data suggest. Therefore theoretical models have
been formulated in which the /o(980) is a quasibound state of the KK pair [11].

One may assume that the KK pair can be bound in a similar way as the
nuclear forces bind the simplest nucleus - deuteron. There is, however, an impor-
tant difference between the deuteron and the KK quasibound state, namely the
KK quasibound state can annihilate into a system of two pions (TT+TT" or 7r°7r°).
Models for a coupled channel pion-pion and kaon-kaon scattering like the one
in Ref.[12], have allowed us to obtain some characteristics of the /0(980) meson
such as its binding energy, decay width, root mean square radius, branching ratios
and various threshold parameters [13]. Calculations of the scalar meson properties
have been based, however, on the experimental data which are highly imprecise
and even controversial, particularly for the KK production near threshold [12].
This is very unsatisfactory if one attempts to fix the theoretical parameters by
a comparison with experiment. This situation may be improved in the near fu-
ture with new data on /o(980) photo- and electroproduction experiments from
TJNAF[14]. This goal can be accomplished if a very good effective mass resolu-
tion near the KK threshold is achieved and a partial wave analysis is performed
in different final state channels.

With this background, it is clear that much more extensive and systematic
investigations must be performed on the theoretical side. Thus, in this paper,
we present a coupled channel 5-wave analysis of nondiffractive ir+n~ and K+K~
photoproduction. The internal structure of the scalar meson /o(980) can be stud-
ied via the final state interactions of the produced pion or kaon pairs. We expect
channel coupling effects to be very important since the final state interaction
(FSI) of two pions (kaons) can lead to a production of two kaons (pions) in the
resonant S*-wave[12]. A similar dependence on channel coupling can be seen in
ao(980) production leading to a formation of the kaon pairs from the initial TJ-IT

system [15], however, the isovector channel will not be discussed in this paper.
At low photon energies the ^-channel photon-nucleon resonances are ex-

pected to give a substantial contribution to the production amplitude. In Ref.[16]
Gomez Tejedor and Oset made a comprehensive analysis of 7p —> 7r+ir~p includ-
ing contributions from A( 1232), AT*(1440) and AT* (1520) resonances. The model
reproduced experimental cross sections fairly well below E1 = 800 MeV and
invariant-mass distributions at even slightly higher energies. In the analysis of
forward 7r+7r~ and K+K~ photoproduction at much higher energies (Ey ~ 4
GeV) we expect however that mostly the t-channel p and to meson exchanges be-
come important. This assumption follows from Regge phenomenology where high
energy amplitudes are dominated by ^-channel meson exchange. In this paper,



we focus on the coupled channel S-wave analysis of forward TT+TT and K+K
photoproduction near the KK threshold and thus we limit the calculation of
the nonresonant two meson production amplitudes to a few Feynman diagrams,
schematically shown in Fig. 1.

The paper is organized as follows. In the next section we calculate the am-
plitude corresponding to the Feynman diagrams of Fig. 1 and show how they are
related to the differential cross section in the Born approximation. We also give
the partial S-wave decomposition of the invariant amplitudes for 7r+7r~, 7r°7r° and
K+K~ production. In section III we make an off-shell extension of the Born am-
plitudes and relate them to the photoproduction potential. The full amplitudes
including the channel coupling and final state interactions are also discussed in
section III. In section IV numerical results are presented and parameter depen-
dence is addressed. The conclusions and discussions follow in section V.

In the Appendices we summarize the effective interaction Lagrangian used in
this analysis (Appendix A), the detailed factors in the current defined in section
II (Appendix B) and the results of the 5-wave amplitude (Appendix C).

2 Nonresonant Two Meson Production Ampli-
tude and Differential Cross Section

As discussed in the introduction, we focus on the coupled channel 5-wave analy-
sis of nondiffractive w+ir~ and K+K~ photoproduction near and above the KK
threshold of the /O(980) meson. According to the Regge phenomenology, we ex-
pect that only the ^-channel meson exchanges, especially p and u mesons, are
important in the analysis of the 5"-wave forward TT+TT~ and K+K~ photoproduc-
tion at higher energies. As illustrated in Fig. 1, we calculate five diagrams for
the 7r+7r~ production and six diagrams for the K+K~ production. Among the
five diagrams for the w+ir~ production, three diagrams correspond to a = 7T* and
b = p° including a contact diagram as required by current conservation. In the
remaining two diagrams a = p± and b = u>. Later, we will refer to the first three
diagrams, including the contact term, as the type / and to these with double
vector meson exchanges in the t-channel as the type / / . For the six diagrams of
K+K~ production, three of them correspond to a = K± and b = p° (type / ) and
the other three to a = K^ and b = u> (again type / ) .

Using the effective interaction Lagrangians listed in the Appendix A, we first
define the on-shell meson pair (TTTT or KK) production amplitude through the
appropriate Born terms. Similar effective hadronic field theories have been ex-
tensively used in the single kaon electro- and photoproduction processes [17]. For
example, for the double pion photoproduction i.e. 7p —• nnp, we have

-i(2Tr)46(p' + ki+k2-p- q)V^^ {kx, k2, p, p, q, s', s, A)

(1)



where i,j = ± ,0 refer to pion charge, {7} = (q, X) is the set of quantum numbers
representing the incoming photon momentum and spin projection. The initial
and final proton states are parameterized by {p} = (p,s) and {p'} = (p',s'),
respectively. For fp —• ir+n~p the expansion of the evolution operator with the
Lagrangian C given in the Appendix A yields five diagrams with the ^-channel
exchange as mentioned above, i.e. three diagrams with a — n± and b = p° (type
/) and two diagrams with a = p± and b = u> (type / / ) in Fig. 1. Similarly,
by expanding the evolution operator in Eq.(l) for 7/) —> 7r°7r°p we only obtain
two type-// processes with (a,b) = (p°,ui) and (a, b) = (u>, p°). For KK pro-
duction, we neglect the double vector meson exchange involving A"*(892) and
consequently we do not consider K°K production in our numerical computa-
tion. For the K+K~ photoproduction, the expansion of the evolution operator
in Eq.(l) generates six diagrams, all of which belong to the type / as we have
discussed earlier,i.e. three diagrams with (a,b) = {K^,p°) plus three diagrams
with (a, b) = (K±,u).

Now, using the notations m and m for the two produced mesons the total
amplitude can be written as

Vmfn= Y, u(p',s')Jrtmyh-e{q,X)u(p,s), (2)

where r = I refers to sum over the three diagrams including the contact diagram
and r = II denotes the sum over only the two diagrams without the contact
diagram as discussed earlier. There are three cases of meson pair photoproduction
in this analysis, mm — 7r+TC~,nono,K+K~. The summary of calculated diagrams
for each case of mm is listed in Table 1. The main part of VmTR is of course the
hadronic current J^m™ multiplied by the photon polarization four-vector e(q, A).
The initial and final proton spinors are denoted by u(p, s) and u(p', s'). Calculated
expressions for Jr,mrn a r e given by

where the variables «r,mm,Ar,mm,ftr,mm,i,mm and er,m™ are written in the Ap-
pendix B. Here, g*v is the metric tensor (g00 = l,gn = g22 — g33 = —1) and 7"
are Dirac matrices. The Born double differential cross section is then given by

da 1 \K\

dtdMm7h (2TT) H i i2

where VTO'̂  is the partial-wave projected amplitude for the process jp —> mfhp,

Vjlk = J dnm^Yllz{^mrn)Vmrn. (5)

Here / is the angular momentum of the relative mm motion, lz is its projection,
t = (p' — p)2 is the four-momentum transfer squared and Mmih = y{ki + k2)
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is the two-meson effective mass. In Eqs. (4) and (5) |K| = JM^/4 — m^ and
Qmm is the angle between the relative momentum of the two mesons in their cm.
frame and the direction of the final proton momentum. The photon energy in
the laboratory frame is denoted by u> and mp is the proton mass.

The spin averaged amplitude square in Eq.(4) is given by

j l { ^ ' l ^ k A ) | 2 . (6)
a,s',X

Furthermore, because only terms inside the round bracket in Eq.(3) depend on
meson momenta, the partial-wave projected Born amplitude can also be written
as

E % <<lA)u(p,s), (7)
r

where
J"& = J?!;r Km*7, + er,mm(P + p'u, (8)

and the tensor P is given by

P"^ = J dSlm<hYlUnm*)(ar,m*9>"' + Kftr>m* + *£#P i m*). (9)

The S-wave results of the integration over the solid angle in Eq.(9) are summa-
rized in the Appendix C.

3 Final State Interactions

We now discuss the inclusion of final state interactions (FSI) to the 5-wave pro-
jected amplitudes /, lz = 0,0. Since we are only interested in the S"-wave projec-
tion we shall drop the partial wave labels I, lz from now on. We also limit the
study to 7r+7r~,7r°7T0 and K+K~ coupled channel interactions in the final state.

The full photoproduction amplitude including final state interactions can be
written in the operator form as

f = V + iGV, (10)

where V is the photoproduction potential, t is the strong FSI t-matrix, and G is
the propagator of the intermediate state. The matrix elements of V are obtained
through an off-shell extension of the Born amplitude. This is done by following
Ref. [18] and generalizing the relativistic scattering problem to inelastic channels.
The final result is the potential V obtained as the off-energy-shell extension of
the Born amplitudes evaluated in the total cm. frame. This photoproduction
potential is then coupled to FSI t-matrix in the two meson rest frame. For the
7P —> mmp photoproduction the matrix element of Eq. (10) is given by



{mm,K, {p'}\f\{p},{q})

{mm,K,{p'}\V\{p},{q})

, (11)

where
imEmrh

TTl 771 7Ti

1

M'm,m, =

and

GM{K>) = M ^ - M ; W M + «
Here, p is the two meson momentum in the overall cm. system. The half-off-shell
behavior of the photoproduction potential will in general be affected by strong
vertex form factors. We take this effect into account by employing a global form
factor so that

{m'm', «', {p'}\V —+ Fcut(M^,, Mmm)(m'm', «', {p'}|V\ (15)

where M'mlih, is the invariant mass of the two off-shell intermediate mesons, and
Mmrfl = 2yJK2 + ra^j is the on-shell mass of the produced (detected) meson pair.
The various choices of functional forms for Fcui(M', M) satisfying the normaliza-
tion condition, Fcut(M,M) = 1, will be discussed in detail in the next section.

As shown in references [12, 13], there are in general more than one channel
that contribute to the production of a given final meson pair. Thus, the final
state interaction leads to a coupled channel problem for Tmih in Eq.(ll). The
isospin decomposition of each final state requires the inclusion of other possible
meson pairs such as 7r°7r° and K°K° and thus one has to consider all four chan-
nels (7r°7r°, 7r+7r~, K+K~ and K°K°) as the intermediate states. As we discussed
in the previous Section, we neglect the K*(S92) contribution and consequently
do not include the contribution from K°K° intermediate state in our numerical
calculation. Nevertheless, we have included this intermediate state in our for-
mulas and specified the 7r°7r°, 7r+7r~, K+K~ and K°K° Born photoproduction
amplitudes as l4-"xo» V^+w-, VR+K- and V^c -̂o, respectively. We have classified
the final state scattering amplitudes as the components of a two-by-two matrix
in the basis of pion and kaon pair states. For example, the isospin 0 (/ = 0)
.S'-wave two pion state in the meson cm. frame (-P^ = 0) is given by



(16)
where we have used the convention that under isospin \ft+) transforms as
+ |7 = l,/3 = 1). A similar expression may be obtained for the 7 = 2 5-wave.
The KK , 7 = 0 S'-wave state is given by

|7 = 0, S; KK) = f Jt--L(\K+(k)K-(-k)) - \K°(k)K°(-k))), (17)

where the convention is that (K+,K°) and (K~,K°) form isospin doublets. The
S'-wave amplitudes TT+V- and T^oTo in terms of isospin FSI t-matrix and S'-wave
potentials Vmm a r e thus given by

ti? + ££) + |P£° + £P£2] W
0 1 0 1

-ti? + ££a) + |P£° + £P

- P!f + PI?] v^

^ (VK+K--VKORo) (18)

and

i^o^o = [1 + e r x ( - ^ + -t^ ) + - /^TT + ^ ™ J ir°'r0

^ i f ff (19)

where P is the principal value (PV) integration part induced from the intermedi-
ate energy propagators (see Eq.(ll)). Note that P is an integral operator which
acts on the Born amplitudes and implicitly depends on the corresponding half
off-shell strong interaction t matrix elements. The imaginary part of the inter-
mediate state propagator leads to an integral over a ^-function which produces
the coefficients rT and rj< given by rw = — l/c^M^/STr (MXff = 2-v/m^ + K^) and

r/v- = — \KK\MKK/^ (MKK = 2\lm2
K + K2

K). If we consider the 7r+7r~ photopro-

duction with the effective mass smaller than the 7v'7if threshold {Mn^ < 2mK),
then there is no on-shell contribution from the intermediate KK state, i.e. one
should take rA- = 0. The 7r+7r~ and KK elastic scattering amplitudes are denoted
by txn and thj^ while t^x and IK* are the transition amplitudes for the processes
KK —> 7T7T and TTTT — • KK, respectively. The intermediate operators P^K and



PKIT include the propagators of KK and TTTT pairs, respectively. The pion and
kaon propagators are given by Eq. (14) by setting m'fh' = TTTT and KK, respec-
tively, while mm = 7r7r would be fixed in calculations of Tw+V- and Trono. The
7T7T photoproduction amplitudes projected onto 7 = 0 and 2 can be written in the
following way:

P + P^Vlf, (20)

TI=2 = (1 4- ir tI=2 + PI=2) VI=2

where
v ° ^ + f^~' (22)

(23)

(24)

Likewise, the KK photoproduction amplitudes with 7 = 0 and 1 can be expressed
as

(25)

(26)

where
^ 1 ^ (27)

Similarly, for the KK final states, we obtain

[ ( f + * ) P + r J
2 l

and

/=°) V;O7ro. (29)



In numerical calculations, we took the average values of m^ = K^i^o + mn+) =
137.27 MeV and mx = \{mK* + "^A:+) = 495.69 MeV. i.e. we did not consider
differences in thresholds of charged and neutral meson pairs. In Ref. [19], Oiler
and Osset assumed that the KK potentials in / = 1 and 7 = 0 channels are
different by a factor of 3. However, it is not clear that this difference would persist
at the scattering amplitude level since in both channels the effects from resonances
/o(980) and ao(980) should be very strong near the KK thresholds. Therefore, in
the present calculations we have assumed t1^ — tl^K and consequently PK

=^ —
PKK'• This assumption can be removed if tj^ is well constrained by future
experiments. Explicit expressions for the 7 = 0 matrix elements can be found in
Ref. [12]. Parameterization of the 7 = 2 elastic 7nr amplitude can be found in
Ref. [20]. For the 7 = 0 T+W~ amplitude we use parameters obtained in a recent
analysis of the n~p-\ —+ 7r+ir~n reaction on polarized target [21]. They correspond
to the two-channel fit for the so-called "down-flat" solution of Ref. [20].

4 Numerical Results

We proceed with a discussion of the model parameters and then continue with
analysis of numerical results. Since the 5-wave amplitude is assumed to be me-
diated by single or double p,u> exchanges in the t-channel, we require 8 hadronic
(SW, 9PKK, gwKK, 9wPw, Gy, GP

T, Gy, G%) and 2 electromagnetic (#p7r7, g^) vec-
tor meson coupling constants. We neglect double vector exchange involving K*
states and thus the neutral kaon Born amplitude vanishes (V^.0^o = 0). From the
p —-> 7T7T decay width, we find the coupling constant gp7nr = 6.05. We use the SU(3)
relations gpKK = g^KK = \opw to fix the kaon couplings. The same relations
lead to a good description of the kaon form factor in a framework of the vector
dominance model. We find several quoted values for the gwpn coupling in the
literature [22, 23, 24] with values ranging from 10 GeV"1 ~ \gwpn\ ~ 20 GeV"1.
We use gwpx = 14.0 GeV"1, which is close to the value reported in Ref. [25].
For the p meson vector and tensor couplings to nucleon, we adopt two sets, one
corresponding to the Bonn potential [26] (Gv = 2.27, GP

T = 13.85) further called
Bonn parameters, and the other taken from a phenomenological analysis of 7r+7r~
photoproduction [16] (Gv = 2.9, Gj = 18.15) which we shall refer as the Spanish
parameters. The tensor u>N coupling is known to be very small, hence we take
G'j = 0. The vector u;N coupling is also well determined, and we take the Bonn
potential value of Cy = 11.54. As in the Bonn potential, we employ a monopole
form factor at the pNN and UJNN vertices, Fb^^(t) = A2/[A2 — t] with the scale
parameter A = 1.4 GeV. Since the Bonn parameters are determined at the nor-
malization point t = 0 using normal p and u> propagators, we renormalize the
corresponding Regge pNN and LONN couplings such that they equal the Bonn
couplings at t — 0 using the prescription:

m i \ n ( S t o ) \ ' [ }



The Regge propagators Hv(s, t) depend on the s variable as well as t (see Eq.
(B3) in Appendix B), so we choose a fixed reference laboratory energy Eo roughly
corresponding to the minimum energy where Regge phenomenology is applicable.
We take Eo = 4.0 GeV for this minimum energy, and since s0 = mp(mp + 2Eo),
we obtain y/so = 2.9 GeV. Finally, we fit the radiative decay constants of the
p and u to the Tp^,^ and rw_+I7 decay widths yielding gpin = 0.75e/mp and
gw^ = l.82e/mw with e = 0.30282.

With all model parameters fixed according to the previous discussion, we now
present our numerical results. In all figures we plot only the S-wa,ve projected
cross sections and leave an investigation of interference with P-wave amplitudes
for a future study. In Fig. 2a we plot the invariant two pion mass {MTT) depen-
dence of the Born cross section showing the sensitivity to choice of either Bonn
or Spanish pNN parameters. We note that the V/ amplitude (contribution from
two exchanged charged pion graphs together with the contact diagram) dominates
for small MVT and the double vector exchange amplitude Vu dominates at higher
two pion energy, MTT ~ 0.9 GeV. In Fig. 2b we show the effect of the purely
on-shell final state interaction consecutively for single channel irn intermediate
states (dotted line above KK threshold and overlapping solid line below) and the
coupled KIT IK K channels. The Born cross section is presented on the same graph
for comparison. Fig. 2c shows the sensitivity to the full FSI which includes both
on-shell and off-shell principal value (PV) integrated amplitudes. Let us note
that the off-shell KK amplitude makes a sizeable contribution (eg. dip feature)
below the physical KK threshold in contrast with Fig.- 2b where the on-shell
KK channel has an effect only above threshold. The dramatic variation of the
cross section just below the KK threshold is due to the /O(980) resonance in
the coupled XTT +-+ KK FSI amplitudes. An important point is that the /O(980)
resonance shows up as a peak in the 5-wave two pion photoproduction cross
section (enhanced by a factor three relative to the Born cross section), whereas
in the elastic 5-wave pion-pion scattering the /o(980) causes a dip in the cross
section. This happens because the unitary elastic amplitude, which behaves like
t.wn — j - sin 8Tir exp(?6,r,r) (where 8WV is the TTTT / = 0,5-wave phase shift) goes to
zero when SVT —* TX. This roughly corresponds to MTT approaching M/o = 980
MeV as analyzed in Refs. [12, 20, 21]. However, in two pion 7 = 0 photopro-
duction the unitary amplitude has a purely real term associated with production
without FSI, and the additional complex term related to the elastic scattering
in the final state, hence the full on-shell amplitude in Eq. (20) below the KK
threshold behaves as T*=° = [1 +i sin 8^ exp(i6nir)]Vj=° = cos 8^ exp(i67rT)V//7r

=0,
which produces a peak cross section when 8rir = ir. This enhancement of the
cross section in two pion photoproduction at the /O(980) resonance makes direct
measurements of f0 properties an interesting possibility at TJNAF.

In Figs. 3a,b we show plots of the ^-dependence of cross section correspond-
ing to calculations using />,u> normal and Regge propagator prescriptions, respec-
tively. In both cases we find a peak in the angular distribution for \t\ « 0.1 — 0.3
GeV2. A distinct feature of the Regge vector meson propagator is a node at
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tn pa —0.5 GeV2 which arises due to its analytic dependence on the linear Regge
trajectory. The p and UJ trajectories pass through zero at tn causing a zero in the
Regge propagator (see Eq.(B3)). Besides the obvious difference in the shape of the
^-dependence, the cross section calculated using normal and Regge propagators
significantly differ in their magnitudes.

In Figs. 4a,b we demonstrate sensitivity to the principal value (PV) form
factor prescription (i.e. choice of Fcut{M',M) in Eq.(15)) and cut-off parameter
ACut- We use cut-off functions decreasing asymptotically as (M')~4 because it is
the minimum power required to give convergence for all amplitudes considered.
In Fig. 4a, we show the Mrr distribution calculating the PV integrals with a
cut-off form factor that gives suppression for all off shell M' values,

In Fig. 4b, we used a cut-off form factor that gives enhancement for off shell
M' < M and suppression for M' > M,

(t^)2 <32>
As we can see from Figs. 4a,b, the differential cross sections at small Mnn (<
0.4 GeV) are not sensitive to the form of Fcut function. As MTW gets larger,
the dependence on the Fcut function and its parameter Acut become significant.
However, the general structure of peaks and dips remains same and especially
the peak around 1 GeV corresponding to /o(980) is not changed. Let us note
that the contribution of the principal value part (or the off-shell part) to the
photoproduction amplitude is sizable and cannot be neglected in comparison
with the on-shell part. In all figures, including Figs 2 and 3, we use the cut-off
function given by Eq. (31) with Acut = 1.0 GeV and Bonn parameters unless
otherwise specified.

In Figs. 5, 6 and 7 we present our results for the K+K~ final state channel. In
Fig. 5a we plot the Born cross section MKK dependence, showing the dependence
on the pNN parameters Gp

v and Gj. Figs. 5b,c compare the MKK on-shell FSI
distribution relative to the Born cross section. Note that the on shell FSI effect
suppresses the Born cross section for both the single and coupled channel results.
In Fig. 5d we show the effect of the full final state interactions. Now the coupled
channel FSI gives a substantial enhancement relative to the Born cross section
just above the KK threshold that is absent in the result for the single channel
FSI. Fig. 5e shows an expanded MKK range of Fig. 5d. The sharp decrease in
the cross section near MKK ~ 1.4 GeV arises due to the /o(1400) resonance in
the FSI [12, 20, 21].

In Fig. 6 we present the t-dependence of the M-integrated K+K~ cross section

da I it = f
J2m fi-

Arr

2m K d

l l



showing results obtained using normal and Regge propagators. Again as in the
7r+7r~ photoproduction, a characteristic minimum at < fs —0.5 GeV2 for the
calculations performed with Regge p and UJ propagators is a result of the zeroes of
the Regge trajectories. Final state interactions increase the Born t—distributions
in all cases. This effect is amplified at higher t.

Figs. 7a,b show the Mft-#-dependence of the t-integrated K+ K~ cross section

-irjTjdt. (34)

cue dtdM vThe minimum |i|-value, |£mtri|, is an increasing function of MRK- In Fig. 7a we
take the t-integration range -1.5 GeV2 < t < im m corresponding to the data of
Ref. [1], whereas in Fig. 7b we integrate over the range -0.2 GeV2 < t < tmin

corresponding to the data of Ref. [2]. In Table 2 we also present the S-wave
KK total photoproduction cross section integrated over the effective KK mass
from threshold up to 1.04 GeV and over two ranges of t. Important difference
between cross section values for normal and Regge propagators is related to dif-
ferent t—dependence (see Fig. (6)). A few experimental data of the total cross
section for the pion and kaon pair productions were published in various energy
ranges[l, 2, 4, 5]. Among them, the most relevant data to our calculations in this
work may be found in Ref. [1] where the photon energy was between 2.8 and 4.8
GeV and \t\ range was wide to cover even up to 1.5 GeV2. In the DESY experi-
ment [2] the energy range was higher, between 4.6 GeV and 6.7 GeV. The analysis
of Ref. [1] showed that the 5-wave cross-section, assuming /o(980) resonance pho-
toproduction, was 96.2 ±20.0 nb and the cross-section, under the hypothesis that
the KK 5-wave production is nonresonant, was 10.2 ±4.1 nb. Even though our
prediction does depend on the detailed theoretical input, our values of total cross
section over MKK between 0.99 and 1.04 GeV and t above —1.5 GeV2 are of the
same order as the available data [1, 2, 4]. Using the Regge propagators for p and
ui mesons, our values were reduced by an order of magnitude compare to the val-
ues with the normal propagators. Theoretically, it seems to us more reasonable
to use the Regge propagator rather than the normal propagator for the p and CJ
mesons in the high photon energy region.

The integrated cross sections quoted in [1, 2] differ by more than order of
magnitude. A clear difference is also seen if we compare Figs. 7a and 7b calculated
at the same energy but in the different t—ranges. The difference between the
experimental cross sections could also be related to the energy dependence. In
Figs. 8a,b the photon energy dependence of ,tJ^ is given for MKK — 1 GeV
and two values of t. In Figs. 8a, the normal propagators of u),p are used and
in Fig. 8b, the Regge propagators are used. As we can see from Figs. 8a and
8b, the photon energy dependence is drastically different depending on the choice
of propagators. The p,oo Regge exchanges lead to the cross sections decreasing
sharply with increasing photon energy while the normal propagators give the
opposite behaviour of the E1 dependence.
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5 Conclusions
Our calculations indicate that the final state interactions are crucial to determine
the structure of differential cross sections. The Born effective mass distributions
are structureless while the final state interactions produce dips and peaks near
the resonances (see Figs. 2c, 4a, 4b and 5e). Our calculations include TTTT and KK
coupled channels as well as the on-shell and off-shell contributions. Especially,
the contributions from the scalar resonances, /O(980) and /o(1400), are evident
in the effective mass distributions.

We have calculated the differential cross sections as functions of the effective
masses and momentum transfers. The total cross sections are shown in Table 2.
Our predictions of the total cross sections indicate that the 7r+7r~ and K+K~
photoproduction processes are experimentally measurable in the photon energy
range of a few GeV. The Regge predictions for the total cross section depend on
the normalization of the Regge vertex functions. If we increase the value of s0

used in the normalization of the Regge vertex functions, then our predictions of
the total cross sections become even larger. For example, if we increase our y/so
by 10%, then the cross section increases by 25%.

Since the calculation in this work is limited only to the S'-wave partial ampli-
tude in the final states, we do not discuss the P-wave interference effect and the
contribution of the c/>-meson to the K+K~ photoproduction. The ^-distribution
of K+K~ production in Fig. 6 presents the typical S-wave contribution which
has the minimum in the forward direction followed by the maximum at a slightly
larger |/| value. On the other hand, the diffractive ^-production has the peak at
the forward direction[l]. To see the interference effect between S and P wave
contributions, one should not limit the range of \t\ below 0.2 GeV2 but go up to
higher values such as 1.5 GeV2.

By careful experimental study in small bins of TTTT and KK masses, one can
obtain valuable information on the positions and widths of scalar resonances,
especially the /O(980) meson. Additionally, the accurate measurements of the
neutral pion pairs 7r°7r° and K°K° photoproduction are crucial to separate the
different isospin contributions of / = 0,1 and 2 states.
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Appendix A

Effective interaction Lagrangian

The effective interaction Lagrangian density used in this work is summarized
as follows:

£pin + £wTr-t + £pnw + CpNN + CwNN, (Al)

where

Hp Hpn (A2)
(A3)

(A4)

(A5)

(A6)

(A7)

(A8)

(A9)

(A10)

(All)

(A12)

The pion fields 7? = (TT1,^2, TT3) are given by

TT1 = - L ( 7 r - - 7 r + ) (A13)

n3 = 7r°,

with TT* being the creation operators of 7r± states i.e. TT^O) = l^"*). The p
fields /9 = (yo1,/)2,/)3) are defined similarly. Also, the kaon doublet is given by
K = (K+,K°). The photon field and the u meson field are denoted as A* and
uA The nucleon doublet field is given by ?/> and r is the isospin-| operator.
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Appendix B

Detailed factors in the current Jr,mm

The variables used in Jr,mm (Eq. 4), i.e. ar,mm,y9ir,mm,/52r,mm,^r1mm and eT>r,
are given by

aI,mm = 2,

OCII,mm = —

(Bl)

1-

'A)i(h ~ k2),
(q • k2)ki — (fci • k2)q (m2

m - q • k2)q - {q • k2)k2

-ml-mm-ml-2q-k1

02II,mm = (Pl)ll,mm(kl ++ fc),

di,mm = egabm(Gb
v + Gh

T)
Qb

m - m\ ~m\ 2q • k2

2mp

ll,mm =

t) FbNN(t),

t) FbNN(t),

Gj) II(,(s, t)

) ^(fi , t)
Qb

::
lm

Here mp,mm,ma and m;, denote the masses of the proton and the mesons
m,a and b in Fig. 1, respectively. Also, the subscripts of coupling constant g
denote the mesons involved in the interaction vertex. For example, for the case of
mm = 7r+7r~, the couplings of p°Tr+w~, u>pon0 and /9°7r°7 are denoted by gp^, gwpr:

and gpT-y, respectively, and the vector and tensor couplings of p(u>) are given by
Gy{Gy) and Gj(Gx), respectively. We denote the p and u propagators by Hb{s, t)
(b = p,co) and present results for both normal (free) and Regge propagators given
by the expressions:

nb(s,t) =
t -

{normal), (B2)

(B3)

The vector meson propagators are expressed in terms of the Mandelstam variables
s = [q -\- p)2, and t = (p' — p)2, where g, p, p' are the photon, initial proton,
and final proton 4-momentum, respectively. The p,u> Regge propagators also
depend on the vector meson trajectories which are parameterized by ah(t) =
a0 + ct'(t — ml), with a0 = 1.0 and a' = 0.9 GeV~2. The function i*6Aw(0 1S

meson fe-nucleon form factor.
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Appendix C

5-wave amplitude

In this Appendix, the 5-wave (/ = 0, lz = 0) results of the integration over the
solid angle in Eq.(9) are summarized. For r = / , we find that

Pf = 2(flT - A""), (Cl)

where

h00 = xQ0(x),

h0' = x{Q0{x)-2^Ql(x)}qii

hi0 = Qi(x)qu

+ {Q1(x)-2^Q2(x)}qiqj (,', j = 1,2,3). (C2)

Here x = J\ + mm/l^l2 ' M = (-̂ mm "" 0/(2-^mm) is the photon momentum in
the mm cm . system and g; are the photon momentum coordinates normalized
to 1 (£ , qf = 1)- The Legendre functions of the second kind Qo,Qi,Q2 are given
by

i - | ,

<3J(I) ( 3 i l ) ( n
4 x —

Similarly we obtain P/1/ as follows;

= ^

(C3)

Pfi = hz\2qlx[4{Qo(y)-Q2(y)}+M{xQ0(y)-Q1(y)}},
,5 \K\

P\\ = \\K\2[2x{2Q0(y) - ZxQiiy) + Qi(y)} + ||[{(3x2 - l)Q0(y) - 2Q2(y)}]StJ

+ qiqi\\K\2[(^{xQM-QM} + ^{Q0{y)-ZxQ1(y) + 2QM}], (C4)

where

For the K+K~ photoproduction, we need only Pf given by Eq. (Cl).
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Table 1: Summary of calculated diagrams

mm
7r+7r~

7r°7r°

K+K-

r = / (three diagrams)
,b) = (*±,p°)

r = II
(a,

(two diagrams)
b) = (p±,u)

Table 2: Born and full (with all FSI) S-wave KK total photoproduction cross
sections for normal and Regge propagators

cross section (nbarn) for:
amplitudes, propagator |^| < 1.5 GeV2 \t\ < 0.2 GeV'2

Born, normal 121 20
full, normal 464 46
Born, Regge 12 8
full, Regge 35 18
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Figure 1: Generic structure of diagrams contributing to mm photoproduction; a
and b stand for p, u or •K mesons and mm denotes pairs of ir+x~ , 7r°7r° or KK .

a)

b)

q, A

p,s

q,\

m

a

m

P',s'

m

p,s
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Figure 2a: Invariant mass distribution for S-wave X+TT photoproduction at
E^ = 4.0 GeV and t = -0.2 GeV2. All curves are calculated without fi-
nal state interactions. The solid and dotted lines are calculated with the full
Born amplitude using Bonn and Spanish parameters respectively. The dashed
line shows the contribution from the Vj amplitude (i.e. without double p + LJ
exchanges) using Bonn parameters. The dotted-dashed line corresponds to
exchanges (V// amplitude).
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(GeV)
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Figure 2b: .S-wave TT+TT invariant mass distribution at El^h = 4.0 GeV and
t = —0.2 GeV2 showing sensitivity to purely on-shell FSI terms relative to the
Born cross section (dashed line). The solid line shows the on-shell FSI result
with both Kir and KK intermediate channels whereas the dotted line represents
the result with no KK coupling.

(GeV)
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S-wave 7r+7r invariant mass distribution at E* = 4.0 GeV andFigure 2c:
t - -0.2 GeV2. The solid line shows the full FSI result (on-shell and off-shell)
with both 7T7T and KK intermediate channels, the dotted line represents the result
with no KK coupling and the dashed line corresponds to the Born cross section.
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Figure 3a: Invariant momentum transfer squared distribution for 5-wave TT+TT

photoproduction at E^b = 4.0 GeV using normal propagators. The solid, dashed,
and dotted lines were calculated with Mnn = 0.4, 0.7, and 1.0 GeV, respectively.
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-t (GeV2)
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Figure 3b: Invariant momentum transfer squared distribution for 5-wave 7r+7r
photoproduction at E^6 = 4.0 GeV using Regge propagators. The solid, dashed,
and dotted lines were calculated with Mvv = 0.4, 0.7, and 1.0 GeV, respectively.
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-t (GeV2)
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Figure 4a: 5-wave 7r+7r invariant mass distribution at El*b = 4.0 GeV and
t = —0.2 GeV2 showing sensitivity to the cut-off Acut using the form factor given
by Eq. (31). The solid, dashed, and dotted lines were calculated with Acut = 0.5,
1.0, and 1.5 GeV, respectively.

MOT(GeV)
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Figure 4b: 5-wave 7r+7r invariant mass distribution at El^b = 4.0 GeV and
t = —0.2 GeV2 showing sensitivity to the cut-off Acut using the form factor given
by Eq.(32). The solid, dashed, and dotted lines were calculated with Acut — 0.5,
1.0, and 1.5 GeV, respectively.

7171 (GeV)
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Figure 5a: S-wave K+K invariant mass distribution at Ejfb — 4.0 GeV and
t = —0.2 GeV2. Both curves are calculated with no final state interactions
(Born cross section). The solid and dashed lines were calculated using Bonn and
Spanish parameters, respectively.
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Figure 5b: S-wave K+K invariant mass distribution at El*b = 4.0 GeV and
t = —0.2 GeV2 showing purely on shell FSI terms relative to the Born cross
section (dashed line). The solid line shows the FSI result with both inr and KK
intermediate channels whereas the dotted line represents the result with no inr
coupling.
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Figure 5c: Expanded MKK range of Fig. 5b with the same curve labeling.
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Figure 5d: S'-wave K+K invariant mass distribution at El*b = 4.0 GeV and
t = —0.2 GeV2 showing the full FSI terms (on-shell and off-shell) relative to
the Born cross section (dashed line). The solid line shows the full FSI result with
both 7T7T and KK intermediate channels whereas the dotted line represents the
result with no TTTT coupling.
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Figure 5e: Expanded MKK range of Fig. 5d with the same curve labeling.
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Figure 6: t-dependence of the 5-wave K+K photoproduction cross section at
Eiab _ 4 0 QeV with Mcut = 1.04 GeV. Solid and dashed lines represent the
cross sections with full FSI terms using normal and Regge propagators, respec-
tively. Dotted and dotted-dashed lines represent the Born results using normal
and Regge propagators, respectively.
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Figure 7a: MKK dependence of the S-wave K+K photoproduction cross section
at E["b = 4.0 GeV with tcut = -1.5 GeV2. Solid and dashed lines represent the
cross sections with full FSI terms using normal and Regge propagators, respec-
tively. Dotted and dotted-dashed lines represent the Born results using normal
and Regge propagators, respectively.
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Figure 7b: MKK dependence of 5-wave K+K photoproduction cross section at
Eiab _ 4 o G e v with tcut = -0.2 GeV2 and the same curve labeling as in Fig.
7a.
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Figure 8a: Photon energy dependence of the KK photoproduction cross section
at MKK = 1 GeV and t = -0.2 GeV2 (solid line) and t = - 1 GeV2 (dashed line).
Normal /?, u propagators are used.
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Figure 8b: Same as in Fig. 8a but Regge /?, u> propagators were used.
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